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Since 1972, Trace Mineral’s branded products have been recognized around the world as 

a pioneer of ionic trace mineral products that have supported consumers in living healthy 

lives.

“Trace’s implementation of eWorkplace Apps integrated process and quality management 

solution into its current Acumatica accounting and distribution systems will provide Trace 

with a complete ERP system that will allow it to continue to meet and surpass its goals in 

manufacturing and quality.  This will be accomplished by using a quality system to 

quarantine and test items throughout the receiving, production and shipping process and 

ensure tight control of production via a formula module that supports both powder and 

liquid formulas and bill or materials that supports multiple pack sizes.” 

-- Kelly Jones, Director of Quality and Purchasing, Trace Minerals  
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Since 1985, Dutchland, Ins has been an innovative leader in producing precast 

prestressed concrete environmental structures.

“The use of eWorkplace Apps Quality Management solution, built within Acumatica’s 

manufacturing system will provide Dutchland with a defined, controlled, and documented 

process to test and evaluate products during the production process to ensure each pour 

meets defined specification and shipped to its customers.” 

-- Brad Tekely, Director of Operations, Dutchland Incorporated  
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Sun Ten founder Dr. Hong-yen Hsu was recognized as the “Father of Scientific Chinese 

Herbal Extraction” and over the last 70 years Sun Ten has grown into a pharmaceutical 

grade manufacture with facilities and exports to more than 20 countries including United 

States, England, Canada, Japan, Malaysia. Singapore, Australia, and Switzerland.

“Sun Ten’s acquisition and implementation of Acumatica and eWorkplace Apps integrated 

process and quality management solution with its ability to control both powder and liquid 

formula’s, handle multiple pack sizes and control the production of our products along with 

the ability to quarantine and test products will provide us an ERP solution that help ensure 

we meet our goals in the areas of safety, quality, efficacy, and consistency.”   

-- Jeff Hsu, eCommerce Supervisor, Sun Ten Laboratories 


